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Items to be covered today:

1. A fly over of Agriculture.

2. How does Supply, Demand > Food Waste work?

3. The paradox of over supply of food.

4. Real time identification of Waste ~ Opportunity.

5. Black Soldier Fly Waste conversion example.

6. PNRM’s Food Future WA Initiative.

Food Future WA

is an initiative of

Perth Natural Resource Management

www.perthnrm.com

www.foodfuturewa.com.au

http://www.perthnrm.com/
http://www.foodfuturewa.com.au/


Agriculture – the cultivation of food 
through farming, produces the 

world’s food supply.

• Practiced sporadically for 13,000 
years (Montgomery D 2008).

• Widely established for 7000 years.  

• A flash in the pan compared to 
200,000 years as hunter gatherers. 

• In its brief history, agriculture has 
transformed societies and fuelled a 
global population expanding from 4 
million to 7 billion since 10,000 BC 
(Kremer M 2001).



Agriculture – shaped our 
Social Fabric …….

• Provided 10 - 100 times more calories per 
acre than the hunter gatherer model.

• More abundant food supplies supported 
greater population densities, tied people 
to land, settlements became towns, then 
cities.  

• Enough food became available that 
allowed not all to be farmers, with society 
roles developing. (Montgomery D 2008).



Weaknesses evolve …

• Like today, early farmers often worked land in ways 
that depleted fertility.

• Innovations like Irrigation (6,000 BC) and the Plow 
(3,000 BC), saw enormous gains in productivity, but 
when used irresponsibly, degraded the soil (Hillel D 
1991).

• By the beginning of the Common Era (AD), the 
Romans had so depleted their soils, they had to 
import food from Egypt.

• The fall of the Roman empire is one of the 
cautionary tales of the importance of Sustainable 
agriculture (Montgomery D 2008).



Supply and Demand ….. 
> Waste

• In 1798, English economist Thomas Malthus 
warned unchecked population growth 
would outstrip food supply, termed the 
Malthusian Trap. (Malthus TR 1798).

• Periodic famines were the experience 
throughout Europe from 1300-1850.

• From 1900-2011, global population grew 
from 1.6 billion to 7 billion.

• Despite the growth, in 2012 farmers 
produced enough calories to feed that 
population, plus an additional 1.6 billion 
people > Waste.



The Paradox of over supply 
of Food …

• However, in the over supply scenario we now 
consistently face, is the paradox of Hunger from not 
being able to distribute these calories evenly 
across our population. (UN FAO FAOSTAT 2013).

• Equally, global retailers and food marketers push 
food producers to continually provide new 
“attractive” food varieties / options for them to 
have competitive points of difference in the 
market.

• Technology is allowing us to lengthen the food 
supply chain (apples et al all year round).

• Producers try to keep up to stay in the game, with a 
plethora of food choices way beyond actual need, 
leading to poor food choices, over-consumption, 
poor health outcomes and Waste.



Real time identification of Waste …. 
Opportunity.

• In our food production systems, there is Waste at:

– farm production;

– packing and processing;

– wholesale distribution;

– food service;

– retail; and

– home.

• We almost accept Waste as a given with huge 
associated failure costs.

• At present, conversion of waste and valuing it, is in its 
infancy with broad, real time, curriculum linked research 
and evaluation opportunities, within the proximity of 
most Education facilities.



Innovation in value adding Waste –
Black Soldier Fly (BSF)

• Future Green Solutions is farming BSF in WA in waste 
from farming that produces alternative soil amendments 
and feed ingredients.

• FGS grist waste streams from horticulture, chicken and 
swine production, introduce volumes of BSF larvae that 
voraciously feed and break down the mix.

• Frass is created at a 2:1 conversion rate, a nutrient rich 
soil ameliorant comparable to some synthetic fertilizers. 
Conversion waste to BSF larvae is 5:1.

• The larvae are a high protein feed for the aquaculture / 
pet food industries or reduced to oils and meal as 
ingredients in the feed industry.

• https://www.futuregreensolutions.com.au/

https://www.futuregreensolutions.com.au/


Future Green Solutions - BSF



Perth NRM’s Food Future Initiative
We, like the broader community, are concerned 
how current infrastructure and food systems 
can meet future food challenges:

– with changing climate,

– population growth,

– soil degradation (Regenerative Farmers network),

– ensuring the natural resource base has the 
capacity to provide for future generations,

– that planning is collaborative enough to equitably 
meet needs,

We are engaging partners through government, 
academia, industry and community to expose 
issues and inform policy.



PNRM’s Sustainability Indicator Program 

We are currently developing a Sustainability Indicator 
Program (2018-23), with food producers, their supply 
chain partners and consumers, which focuses on 
provenance and the metrics of leading practice:

– sound agricultural management,

– environmental management, 

– ethical / social accountability,

– fiscal functionality,

– certification using existing systems; 

It’s aim is more sustainable production and market pull 
through from an educated, loyal customer base -

the basis of our Food Future reform.



-Perth NRM and its partners, continue to 
pursue reform in our food supply chain.

-We look forward to providing connecting 
links in education to inform teaching staff as 
practical and to encourage, through you, our 
young citizens of the future. 

-We thank you for the opportunity to 
address you today.


